Sledgehammered1

ACROSS
1. pillow construct, perhaps
5. beneficial blessing
9. Breton city
14. "look out!"
15. acid causing gout
16. words preceding "humanity"
17. Omani dough
18. move, in corporate lingo
19. futhark letters
20. fashionably
22. intrigues
23. frequency letters
24. Sp. lass
25. sing soulfully
26. popular diet
27. private sector?
28. "what's up?"
29. bailiwick
30. energetic, musically
37. Great Basin ethnic group
38. tell a tale
41. Uthman successor
42. cereal ingredient
44. western college
45. pairs (with)
47. congressman who died tragically while skiing
48. Great American team
49. winner of eighteen grand slams
50. bunting
52. hydrocarbon suffix
53. Wrigley cylinder
56. plant with split root
61. gives caution to
62. produce a whistling sound
63. McCain, to Limbaugh
64. suspended
65. make more effective
66. where four rivers originate
67. outcast
68. Frankfurt river
69. morning waters

DOWN
1. raise some kids?
2. Miami home
3. vehicular pathway
4. paracetamol medication
5. plant owner
6. analyst Hershiser
7. not forthright
8. sgt., e.g.
9. anthem parodist
10. heated stew?
11. home of Typhon
12. poet Silverstein
13. Hardy protagonist
21. sentential fusion
22. Split native
24. supports
25. insurance giant
26. hot again
27. butter alternative
28. Lew, now
29. did wrong
31. speak passionately
32. petroleum well
33. muculent
39. Ban competitor
40. correct and revise
43. never ever
46. affirmed with confidence
51. shifted platform
52. major key?
53. off base?
54. long division?
55. faux pas
56. mental state
57. superb
58. hand lender
59. perceived beforehand
60. long periods
62. despite, abbr.